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Rio de Janeiro may be best known for its decadent late winter Carnival. However, thanks to Rio’s magnificent bar scene,
the insanely beautiful people inhabiting it and cachaça—the national spirit of Brazil—a visitor can have his or her mind
blown by the sensuous carioca (local) culture all year round. Internationally, the party is just beginning for cachaça. In the
U.S., cocktail enthusiasts and mixologists alike are starting to samba to the beat with such brands as Cabana, Sagatiba and
Leblon. The traditional Brazilian mint-laden caipirinha and its fruity cousins are the most common vehicles being used to
bring the newly trendy spirit to the palates of thousands.

Cachaça’s global future potential is best understood with visit to the Academia da Cachaça in Rio. A closer look at the
branch in the upscale Leblon neighborhood (which no doubt inspired that lifestyle brand) reveals that it takes hundreds of
cachaças from all points in Brazil to tell the story of how a humble sugar cane spirit evolved into one of the country’s great
gastronomic institutions. The caipirinha also takes flight in the Academia’s phone book-sized cachaça menus, with
variations gorgeously showcasing both familiar and regional tropical fruit, spices and cocoanut.

Co-owner Leonardo Rangel and his partners, who grew up with and now have taken over business operations of the spirits
museum-cum-restaurant founded by Edméa Falcão, Renata Quinderé and Hélcio Santos (Rangel’s father) in 1983, guide
us through eight Batidas, highly-concentrated fruit-infused cachaça shots that go down smooth and provide a nice euphoric
effect.

“I think what is happening now with cachaça internationally is an extension of how it has caught on in Brazil,” explains
Rocha. “When the Acadamia de Cachaça first opened, most cariocas (locals) regarded it as a secondary beverage and not a
premium spirit. However, what made the Academia unique was that it was the first place where people could experience
cachaça as a category of spirits with its own complexities and qualities. We were also the first place in Rio to offer
caipahrinas made with all the fruits in our area. We then started to sell bottles of cachaça, because customers knew they
were getting access to the purest and best of their kinds.”

While existing brands made for the global market such as Cabana and Leblon serve as gateway cachaças outside Brazil,
Rangel predicts that the spirit overall will grow in popularity much in the way tequilas have. Based on his observations, as
people develop a curiosity about what goes into a caipirhina and realize each cachaça has its different nuances as good
artisanal tequilas do, the demand for better cachaças and boutique distillers brands will rise. He adds that once visitors
experience the Acadamia or a rare stateside bar stocking boutique cachaça, he predicts there will be a word-of-mouth
effect that will prompt the smaller, more expensive brands to enter the market.
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The Academia’s location in Rio’s Barra da Tijuca neighborhood is definitively a museum detailing the spirit’s 130-year
history, with over 2,000 bottles of cachaça that belonged to journalist Ulisses Vasconcelos. In contrast, the unpretentious
set-up of the Leblon location, highlighted with a giant Brazil flag formed by hundreds of colored ribbons, is a textbook
model of how to educate connoisseurs about cachaça (while offering them some of the best and most authentic Brazilian
food in the city, including velvety black bean soups and savory dips made from indigenous beans and vegetables). The
arrangement of the bottles prompt discussion about its history, how it is made, how to distinguish one from another, and
what the best ones are supposed to taste like. Though Rangelhas noticed packaging is getting fancier and producers are
becoming increasingly aware of cachaça’s business potential, he hopes that the marketing focus will ultimately return to
craftsmanship.

Just as there are many facets of Rio beyond the beach and Carnival, there are many aspects of Cachaca worth discovering
that extend beyond the lifestyle brands setting out to cash in on what most people think they know about Rio. Just as the
original founders set out to educate cariocas about the history and heritage behind their once misunderstood national spirit,
Rangel and his partners are intent to continue that journey, bringing a bit of Brazil’s spirited past into the rest of the world
and the 21st century.

For more information, visit www.academiadacachaça.com.br.
26 Rua Conde de Bernadotte Leblon
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 26G
phone: +55 21 2529 2680
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